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Frame details

Our Redirack style frames which are compatible with most other brands,
with extra steel, provide an increased axial loading capacity. Although some
uprights are thicker in gauge, they remain 10% weaker.

Frames are roll formed and welded with the necessary diagonal and horizontal bracing.
Slots have been punched up and down the columns in 3” centers for complete height
adjustment. The Frames are available in 3 different formats and 3 different gauges.

With first beam level at 60”, our upright provides a safety factor of 2.05,
compared with 1.92 industry standard.
For extra strengh to support extra heavy loads our frames can be doubled
either in front only, front and back or even fully doubled.

Depths sizes:
24”, 30”, 36”, 42” & 48”
Heights sizes:
96”, 120”, 144”, 168”, 192”, 216” & 240”
Other sizes available upon request

2” x 3 1/4” - 14 gauge
Other ways our racking system is proven to be the best on the market.
TUBULAR BRACING;

3” x 3 1/4” - 13 gauge

u More rigid in compression
u Free of sharp edges
u Bread welds on both sides
The distance between horizontals doesn not exceed 48”

BASE PLATES;

3” x 4” - 13 gauge

u 3/16” thick - welded to frame
u Other formats available
Two 3-3/4” x 1/2” anchors on front post and
one on back is recommended.
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Safety accessories

Beam details

Safety bars

Safety Bars are vital components for a safe pallet rack storage system. Safety
bars prevent misplaced pallets from accidentally falling through the horizontal
beams in a racking system.

STEP BEAMS
Step beams are roll formed members with a 1-5/8”
step along the top inside edge. This step is used to
hold any load support components such as safety
bars or wire mesh decks. Step beams must be
secured with welded on safety clips, security pins
or nuts and bolts. Weight capacities are based on
evenly distributed loads and interior conditions.

Cup Safety bar

Recessed Safety bar

Clip-in Safety bar

Sizes available:
Heights: 2”, 3”, 4”, 4-1/2”, 5”, 5-1/2” and 6”
Lenghts: 48”, 54”, 60”, 66”, 72”, 78”, 84”, 90”, 96”,
102”, 108”, 114”, 120”, 126”, 132”, 138”, 144”, 150”, 156”

BOX BEAMS
Box beams are roll formed but have no inset step,
instead have four flat sides like a box. Box beams
must be secured with welded on safety clips,
security pins or nuts and bolts. Weight capacities
are based on evenly distributed loads and interior
conditions.

MESH DECK

Wire mesh decks are available in a wide variety of sizes and styles to suit most
business needs. Wire Decks are available for box beams, structural rack beams
and step beams.
Waterfall Mesh deck

Sizes available:
Thickness: 1-1/2”, 1-3/4”, 2”
Heights: 3”, 3-1/2”, 4”, 4-1/2”, 5”, 5-1/2”, 6”, 7’
Lengths: 48”, 54”, 60”, 66”, 72”, 78”, 84”, 90”, 96”,
102”, 108”, 114”, 120”, 126”, 132”, 138”, 144”, 150”, 156”,
162”, 174”, 180”
Safety clips are used to ensure the beams
stay well connected to avoid unhooking
from forklift maneuvers that can cause
serious accidents. We offer either welded on
clips or individual clips.

Welded

Individual

In-step Mesh deck
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Installation

Add-ons
Federal Steel can offer a wide variety of add-ons to make your
racking for your custom needs.

Barrel Holder
Carlon Spool
Display

Carlon Display

With over 60 years of experience, Federal Steel can offer
you a full turn key solutions with delivery and installation
that meet your needs!

Versa Rack

C-Shape Divider
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